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The University of Arizona Critical Languages Program is pleased to announce the remastering of our Beginning Turkish CD-ROM, originally published in 2000, into DVD-ROM format. The courseware materials have been updated and now include our latest MaxBrowser technology, which provides these new features:

- Support for latest 64-bit versions of Windows
- Software now runs completely from the hard drive once installed, for faster and more convenient operation
- Improved lesson printing, including footnotes
- New video tutorials showing how each exercise works
- Adjustable text size and improved fonts
- Full screen mode now available for videos
- Enhanced graphics
- Greater ease of use

Beginning Turkish DVD-ROM is available from the University of Arizona Press for $79.95. Call 1-800-621-2736 to order or see: http://cls.arizona.edu/tur for more information, including reviews, Internet delivery options, and our Intermediate Turkish and Advanced Turkish titles.
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